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EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE
SOCIO-TECH METAVERSE
The feeling of a game, the
stakes of reality
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Introduction
At Darewise we understand and embrace the Open Metaverse philosophy. We build
entire communities, we fill them with rich, immersive experiences and we connect them
to create multiple worlds. We strongly believe this is the future.
With Life Beyond, we’re constructing a potentially limitless Universe. We are also creating
an IP which our community will discover and explore in many different ways. We’re
designing games, comics, movies and other digital worlds.

Purpose of this paper
To set out the direction of Life Beyond. Its narrative, the game itself and the tokenomics
which sit at its heart. We’ll describe the current state of the project and illustrate our exciting
vision of the future.

Enter Life Beyond
Life Beyond is a vast, persistent online game set in the future. In it, players will create entire
new societies. They have the power to decide its shape, economics and politics. It will
provide the freedom to reflect real human aspects, both positive and negative.
As the first game of its kind, Life Beyond is powered by Web3 and Blockchain technologies.
It’ll encompass true ownership of digital assets and player-controlled in-game economies
and societies. It’s genuinely governed by the players. Life Beyond aims at defining a new
genre: Play and Earn MMO.
Enter in this new World, explore it, fight for it, conquer it and settle a new Humanity on it.
Shape & develop economy & politics, grow wealth & face greed.
Shape your World, decide to make it inequal or redistributed, sustainable or selfish, peaceful
or violent.
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The story

It’s the third millennium. Earth’s geopolitics has stagnated but private technology is
thriving. Colonies exploring Mars dig for resources but discover something else –
mysterious vestiges of ancient, long-gone aliens.
As the colonists investigate, they unwittingly trigger a portal. Where it leads is unknown.
Drones sent into it simply vanish. Driven by unstoppable human curiosity, the race is on
to understand this enigma, and, hopefully, to use it. Perhaps even to control it. Such
incredible technology would be a huge leap forwards and a prize worth fighting for.
Mankind develops an exploration vessel packed with the very best equipment Earth and
Mars could supply. Volunteers risk everything and venture through the portal, to face
whatever lies beyond.
And what lies beyond is a brand new solar system. A vast planet orbiting in its star’s
Goldilocks Zone. This planet has an atmosphere. It also has life. Courageously, the
explorers make landfall. And once on the surface, they deploy their settlement-building
system. They send back messages to Earth, not sure if those will even reach home.
The messages do get through and a second wave of what humanity is calling Pioneers
arrives to expand the new settlement, bringing advanced machinery and facilities.
Instead of just existing on the planet, they can now properly explore it. The Pioneers also
bring the name mankind wants for this new world. Dolos.
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The exploration reveals unimaginable wonders. Plants, creatures and living things that
defy classification. It’s a world with a rich ecosystem, ripe for settling. Ripe, too, for
plundering.
And there’s more. The same unfathomable alien tech that was found on Mars exists
here. Again, no signs of who or what created it, but the link is clear. There’s a difference
though. A terrifying difference.

The alien artifacts on this new world are protected. As the Pioneers explore Dolos, they
encounter flocks of Autonomous alien defensive organisms. These droid-waves are
parasites that smother and take control of objects and creatures, controlling them and
using them to destroy anything getting close to the alien sites.
Mankind has discovered new life on this new world. And it has sparked an interplanetary
war.

First step in Life Beyond
Players arriving on Dolos are assigned a customizable apartment in the Base. They have
specialized equipment at their disposal and must band together in units to explore, clear
and establish settlements in new regions.
In the very beginning, only a few lands have been liberated and are available to exploit.
Collectively, agents have to accomplish a series of expeditions to clear new regions that
can then be settled.
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Gameplay
Life Beyond is the first of a new generation of Massive Multiplayer Online games, in
which wealth in the game transforms into wealth in real life, through Fungible and NonFungible Tokens. Players discover, fight and collaborate to rid Dolos of its alien threat. It
features qualitative combat mechanics based on a Trinity system.
Once Dolos is liberated, other gameplay mechanics are employed which enable new
interaction between players. Crafting, building, supplying and more will be key as the
players organize themselves and establish economic systems. These can include rules
or laws, all created and shaped by the players themselves.

Expeditions & Combat
Players will collaborate in a large variety of Expeditions in order to obtain valuable
resources and ancient artifacts. This is a key element of the game, and drives the
expansion of the Dolos universe by opening up each Region. The autonomous alien
defensive organisms threat is prevalent and exploration is dangerous. Intense battles
rage. The players will need all their skill, tactics and ruthlessness. There are also riddles
to unlock and puzzles to solve though. Strategy will be required, as will leadership and
co-operation.
Every region has a different narrative arc, and all finish with an intense climax involving
all the players. In essence, they’re like full, exciting games within the main game itself.
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Progression & Crafting
Progressing through Life Beyond isn’t linked to the player’s avatar. Players can change
roles freely, and can even die without losing anything. Their property, equipment and
weapon remain theirs. Nobody has to start from scratch at any stage.
Similarly, looting doesn’t exist. Items such as weapons and equipment are either crafted
or purchased. Blueprints indicate what can be made, and ‘ingredients’ or elements are
needed to craft them. In addition, the game rewards experimenting, whereby players
can build what they want with the resources they have. This is possible because every
element has a set of criteria which will work (or not) with others to become a new item
with its own properties.

Crucially, crafted weapons and equipment have the potential to become Non-Fungible
Tokens. Existing items, too, can be modified, also giving them an NFT value. As the
game progresses, new weapons and items can be made, using new resources unlocked
in each Region.
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Expertise
Expertise is a specialised skill not known to everyone. To obtain an Expertise, a player
must own the correct equipment. This differs from standard RPGs in that it’s not gained
by character development, but by acquiring the right tools for the job.
Early game Expertise skills:
● Archaeologist – able to find, excavate and translate writings and symbols of ancient
tech.
● Fighter – greatly enhanced combat ability (there are subsets of Fighter Expertise).
● Mining Engineer – able to extract and collect underground resources.
● Gatherer – proficient in collecting surface-based resources.
● Transporter – enhanced ability to move objects, resources and elements from place
to place.
● Musician – able to produce harmonic vibrations to trigger and use alien technology.
● Parkourist – able to scale otherwise impossible-to-reach areas and high places.
There will be many more Expertises which become available as the player progresses.

Eras
The Life Beyond universe evolves over time via a series of Eras. Each Era introduces
fresh gameplay, levels and global objectives. As these are achieved, further elements
are unlocked the economies and civilization of Dolos grow and mature.
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Pioneering era - Exploring new Regions
During the Pioneering era, play a pioneer to explore this new world. Face its dangers and
discover its richness, even ancient ruins containing unknown technology. Secure the regions
you explore and prepare them for settlers to arrive.
Regions are parts of the planet that are separated by weather ‘walls’ like tornadoes or
high speed winds. They do not allow players to take their spaceships in order to move
from one to the next until a safe corridor has been created by using Alien ancient tech.
Cleaning a region from alien’s threat presence will imply to play and finish all expeditions
proposed by the region.
When a region will have been fully conquered and a corridor has been opened to reach
the next one, the era of pioneers is finished in this region. Now starts the settlers era.

Settling era - Building and growing
During this period, play a settler, start building small farms and houses, develop them into
villages, protect them by building defenses, build and grow agriculture and industries.
Settling is about acquiring lands and install an economic activity that will allow players to
develop it and also participate to the whole society growing. Players not able to buy a
land will find jobs and the possibility to participate to this new society and find their own
way to the Dolos American Dream.
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During the settlers era of a region, the region is regularly attacked by autonomous
alien defensive organisms coming from neighboring regions. Towns and lands will be
attacked by the autonomous alien defensive organisms and Players will have to find
a way to defend and protect themselves and their belonging, separately or in groups.

Political era - Shaping a successful society
During the political era, play a politician and influence other players to organize society.
Present laws and rules, organize votes, or develop militias and organize order.
Players take the role of political leaders to create a way of life. There’s the freedom to
do this however they choose. Laws, taxes, agreements can be made. Feudalism might
be imposed or benign, free societies encouraged. What is key for every player is
growing wealth, and, as in real life, there are many ways to acquire land and capital.
Will players want economies that benefit all, or do they want an autocratic, policed
society which, although unfair, provides them personally with the chance of greater
prosperity? In this new world, everything is possible.
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The Economics of Life Beyond
Life Beyond introduces a variety of Fungible and Non-Fungible Tokens. These are used
for basic transactions, governance, Crafting and services.
Fungible Tokens are the primary resources found during missions or extracted by
players. Such resources are raw but can be refined using machinery and can be
combined with other elements to craft, repair or upgrade game items. They will also be
available via marketplaces.

LBToken
LBToken (a placeholder name) is an ERC-20 utility token serving as the native in-game
currency and basis for game transactions, including item blueprints, Land, outfits,
weapons and equipment. It’s supported by NPC merchants as well as peer-to-peer
transactions. It’s also the predominant currency in the wider NFT marketplace.

Acquiring LBTokens
• In-game rewards, completed missions, trading, Land-owning, social activity and many
other positive co-operations.
• The Marketplace. Players can also buy and sell them on the secondary market.
• Staking
• Out-of-game rewards, giveaways and prizes.
• Special deals and partnerships.

Spending LBTokens
•
•
•
•
•
•

In-game purchases, services,
Lands, assets and NFTs.
Governance and votes,
Stakeholding.
Trading items, resources, weapons, outfits
Creating blueprints
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Lands and the Economy
Once a Region has been conquered, the Lands within it are put up for sale. Lands come
in four sizes; small, medium, large and extra-large. A Land is an NFT which players can
buy, own and sell. Each Land appears on the Dolos map, has its own specific coordinates and will have its own distinguishing properties, qualities and resources.
Lands increase in value once the LBToken is released. Each Land is assigned a specific
amount of LBToken, which is awarded to its owner. In addition, each Land produces a
‘Minimum Token Emission’, releasing an LBToken amount to its owner.
Land owners earn a multiplier on their Minimum Token Emissions. This is calculated from
the amount of buildings and services in each Land, as well as the level of engagement,
organization and community co-operation the Land owner displays. The greater amount
of each of the above, the greater the multiplier will be (up to a certain cap).

Token Supply
The total LBToken supply will be 1,088,774,211.

Community Treasury
This collects elements from different revenue streams such as crafting, trading and
primary sales. The Treasury funds rewards for in-game actions, but will also flow back to
stakeholders.
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Governance
Ultimately, Life Beyond will be fully decentralized and sustainable. The DAO is designed
to enable players and investors to wield massive influence and control going forwards.
However it’s critical to create a fully-functional, stable, balanced and, importantly
enjoyable game first. Thus it will initially require careful management and optimization
by the developers.

Technology
Life Beyond will support multichain tokens. Rollout on multiple chains will happen in
phases, paralleling the on-going advancement of the game. Open Metaverse is the best
approach to demonstrate NFT interoperability as well as cross-community social
experiences.
Initially, Life Beyond will launch on the Polygon blockchain.
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Roadmap
Q2-2022
• Season 0 NFT collections
• Initial Land Offering
• Open Alpha - Season 0

Q4-2022
• Land ownership reward
• Settling game content
• Open Alpha - Season 1

Q3-2022
• Badges & rewards

Beyond Phase
• Extended game content

Beta Phase
• Politics & Governance game content
• Closed Beta 1
• Land offering

Season 0 NFT Collection
Discoverer Keys
The Discoverer key is the first airdrop of NFT of Life Beyond. Owning a Discoverer key
will grant you early access to Open Alpha, a player apartment and the first missions.
There will be unlimited supply of Discoverer keys available. Simply connect your wallet
to the website in time to get the drop.
Owing multiple Discoverer keys might be useful as we will introduce a special NFT you’ll
get by burning multiple Discoverer keys.

Agent Zero jacket
Agents Zero NFT will be an special white pink & orange jacket, with D.E.E.P logo
embossed inlay. There will be limited amount of items dropped for sale & giveaway.
Owning an Agent jacket will grant you special perks and utilities.
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About Darewise
Darewise is a team of experienced game developers who believe in the positive power
of online video games to create meaningful, interactive, and social experiences. With
offices in Paris, Barcelona and London, Darewise is a multicultural team reaching a
global audience.
Benjamin Charbit - Management
Ben is the CEO of Darewise Entertainment. After a career in banking and private equity,
Ben left the dark side for Ubisoft where he worked as producer and designer. There he
held several executive positions, such as Game Director on Assassin’s Creed Blackflag
and was in charge of the strategic planning of the online games division at Ubisoft
headquarters.
Ben discovered Neil Stephenson’s work in 2014, first with Reamde, and it strengthened
his obsession to build one day a new kind of MMO where people would have fun playing
but where they could also live a life, for real.
A father of two young kids, he cares about building games that can have a positive
impact on the world with low violence, inclusivity and lots of meaningful social
interactions.

Samuel Kahn - Tech
Samuel is a software architect with a passion for persistent online worlds. Throughout his
international career, he has been a part of critically acclaimed franchises like Ghost
Recon and The Division and led technical teams on state of the art game engines such
as CryEngine and Snowdrop. His years in the games industry have led him to dream of a
better method of developing games.
With Darewise, he aims to reach his vision of a high-quality code culture where robust
architecture, best practices, quality and stability are put first and foremost. Despite many
years in the AAA side of the industry, Samuel’s game preferences are very niche, he’s a
big fan of EVE Online, hard-core skill-based games, and creative games that break
established patterns and push the boundaries of medium beyond pure entertainment.
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Marc Albinet - Design
Marc has a strong focus on player experience and gameplay. After studying movie
making and story writing in University he started his developer career 35 years ago in
Ubisoft. With several legendary masterpieces in his curriculum such as Agony, Alone on
the Dark 2, Little big Adventure 2, Assassin's Creed Unity and more recently Dying Light
2, Marc was a partner in 2 French studios on the early 2000 working as third party
development for Sony Europe, Disney Interactive and Ubisoft. In 2008 he reached
Ubisoft Headquarter in Paris where he met Benjamin before moving Ubisoft Montreal.
Through this long AAA journey Marc learnt the mastery of gameplay and player
experience, always pushing the qualitative boundaries a step further. With Life Beyond
Marc's wants to build a strong AAA experience and push the Play to Earn to a new Era
of quality.
Christian Bravery - Art
Christian began his career as a comic book artist on acclaimed British comic 2000AD. In
the late 90's he joined Peter Molyneux at Lionhead studios and remained there for 9
years as character modeler, concept artist and Art Director on titles like Black & White 1
& 2 and Fable 1-3.
After Lionhead was acquired by Microsoft, Christian launched Concept Art & Design
Consultancy; Leading Light Design where he worked on over 200 video game titles in
partnership with world renowned clients including Sony, Guerilla, Microsoft Game
studios, Disney, Activision Blizzard, Ubisoft, Zynga, Natural Motion, Square Enix,
Zenimax Online, Media Molecule, Tango Gamewerks and many more.
Christian also enjoys writing original horror & weird fiction, and can be found narrating
his own works on the 'Savage Bites' channel on YouTube.
Vincent Marty - Product
After a successful venture in online gambling, Vincent joined Ubisoft EMEA to grow the
digital and free-to-play games division, managing large projects throughout their full
lifecycle, and brokering new deals in Europe, Russia, and Asia and developed Ubisoft
F2P presence in these regions. His teams drove and operated the acquisition, marketing
and communication of Ubisoft F2P portfolio.
Vincent’s responsibilities grew to include the Steam, Xbox and PlayStation portfolio as
Head of Digital Sales EMEA, driving the growth of digital sales and managing multimillion dollar accounts.
In 2018, Vincent joined ESL Gaming in 2018, to oversee the business in France and
Spain. In 3 years, he managed over 60 people and successfully refocused the
companies around key products and activities leading to profitability and growth.
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Conclusion
Darewise’s vision is to pioneer the next generation of high quality online multiplayer
games where players can find their community, make social connections, and live out
adventures that have a thematic resonance to the real world. Life Beyond is the first
product that will deliver on that vision.
Our expertise in AAA game development, our engagement to contribute to the open
metaverse and the support of our community will fuel the long-term vision of Life
Beyond.
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